THE IT
MANAGEMENT
CLOUD
The single system
of record for hybrid
IT operations.

Simplicity.
Eﬃciency.
You’ve heard it before, but you’ve
never seen it like this. OpsRamp’s
IT Management Cloud gives you the
control you need to manage your
modern hybrid IT environments
and make your team an asset to
your business.

Make Change
Work For You:

The OpsRamp SaaS platform
supports all your digital
transformation initiatives today
and tomorrow.
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SHARED SERVICES: Streamline your IT organization
by centralizing tasks like monitoring, alerting,
patching and automation across the enterprise.

CLOUD MANAGEMENT: The OpsRamp platform drives eﬃciencies at
scale,whether you’re starting your cloud journey or all-in-the cloud.

DEVOPS: Monitor, manage and maintain what your developer teams build and
run in a single platform.

Stop managing infrastructure.
Start delivering value.
With OpsRamp, your IT team won’t need to play catch-up on a laundry list of tasks
like aggregating point tool metrics, tracking system health or monitoring applications
one-by-one. It starts with our secure IT operations hub, that centralizes information,
tasks, dashboards and more. From there, streamline your IT operations with ﬁve
comprehensive services:
ASSET MANAGEMENT: Dynamically discover, manage and
optimize all of your hybrid IT assets. Then, make decisions on
procurement, inventory, service contracts and budgets.
AVAILABILITY & PERFORMANCE: Monitor any IT element in
your hybrid environment with application and infrastructure
monitoring, service maps, dashboards and historical data.
PROACTIVE CARE: Build standardized conﬁguration and patch
management processes to pre-empt failures and mitigate risk.
AUTOMATION: Free up time by automating routine IT
maintenance tasks and enable consistent execution at scale.
REMOTE CONTROL & COMPLIANCE: Centralize the
management of your IT environment with secure remote
consoles, audit recordings, and a built-in credentials store.

All integrations are welcome

Don't just
improve.
Transform.
It’s time to change how your IT
team works, by changing what
it does. You need industrial-grade
simplicity combined with
business-transforming eﬃciency.
And OpsRamp delivers everything
you’ve wanted from IT management,
but have never gotten.

Contact us
Schedule your free, custom
demo today. Contact us at
info@OpsRamp.com or visit
OpsRamp.com to learn more.

The best part? If you’ve got point tools that you love, OpsRamp works with
them too. Your IT environment won’t change. It’ll only get better. Our
integrations with a broad range of IT management tools deliver complete
visibility into your IT environment, without disrupting your current workﬂows.

OpsRamp.com
info@OpsRamp.com

